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Abstract—The FEEDELIO experiment aims at demonstrating
adaptive optics capability to mitigate the atmospheric turbulence
channel disturbances in a GEO-Feeder relevant environment.
In addition to the bi-directional data acquired in presence of
anisoplanatism, this measurement campaign was an opportunity
to assess the optical quality of the bench and to improve
calibration procedures. To this end, we conducted a reciprocity
experiment. We measured a channel reciprocity up to 95%
and identified, through numerical simulations, that residual non
common path aberrations were the primary source limiting the
effective reciprocity.

Index Terms—adaptive optics, reciprocity, optical feeder links,
NCPAs

I. INTRODUCTION

In order to address the increasing need for very high
throughput data links between ground and geostationary satel-
lites, optical technologies are a very competitive candidate.
However, their future depends on the ability to overcome
channel disruptions and large link budget losses caused by
the optical propagation through the turbulent atmosphere.

In 2019, the first FEEDELIO experiment, which consisted
in a 13 km slant path optical link in Tenerife, proved the
feasibility of adaptive optics (AO) pre-compensation of optical
links in an environment whose properties are similar to a GEO
feeder link. It also demonstrated significant gain in the link
budget, as well as significant signal fluctuation reductions,
compared to both uncompensated and tip-tilt only corrected
beam [1] [2].

We conducted in October 2021 a second FEEDELIO exper-
iment, with the aim of acquiring new time series in a wider
variety of turbulence conditions. We took this opportunity to
implement improved calibration procedures. In particular, we
performed a reciprocity experiment in order to demonstrate
the link reciprocity over the FEEDELIO link geometry and to
assess the calibration quality.

The reciprocity principle, introduced by Shapiro [3], has
been largely demonstrated in the framework of free space
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optics (FSO) horizontal links [4] [5], with the motivation to
obtain real-time knowledge on the telecommunication chan-
nel state (see [6] and references therein). However, to our
knowledge, it has not been demonstrated in an asymmetrical
system configuration equipped with AO, as in the FEEDELIO
demonstration.

We therefore present in this paper the results of the reci-
procity experiment performed during this measurement cam-
paign. Quasi-reciprocal time series have been obtained with
a co-axial bi-directional 9 modes corrected/pre-compensated
link with a correlation coefficient up to 95%. We show that
the remaining 5% are in accordance with the decorrelation in-
duced by the residual non-common path aberrations (NCPAs).
The impact of these NCPAs is evaluated through numerical
simulations thanks to in house end-to-end (E2E) models. We
will then discuss how this reciprocity experiment can be used
for calibration and simulation purposes.

II. FEEDELIO EXPERIMENT

A. Overview of the experiment

The aim of the FEEDELIO experiment is to demonstrate
the effectiveness of an AO pre-compensated optical link in
improving the telecom link budget in presence of point-ahead
angle (PAA) induced anisoplanatism in conditions representa-
tive of a GEO-Feeder link.

The experiment took place in Tenerife, Canary Island,
hosted at the ESA premises. A two week first measurement
campaign occurred in April 2019 and a two week second
measurement campaign took place in October 2021 in order
to gather additional data. The optical link was established
between ESA’s optical ground station (OGS) dome and the top
of the mount Teide on a 13.2 km 5° elevation slant path [7].

To emulate the GEO-Feeder link, two terminals were de-
signed :

• The satellite terminal breadboard (STB) to emulate the
satellite.
This terminal is composed of two modules, one on-axis
and the other off-axis as to emulate PAA, on the top



Fig. 1. Picture of the 13.2 km line of sight between the OGS Dome (GTB) and the satellite emulator on top of the Teide mountain (STB). Credits Geraldine
Artaud (CNES).

of the mount Teide as depicted in Fig. 1. In the frame
of this reciprocity experiment we will focus on the on-
axis module. It provides the reference downlink beacon
at 1550 nm and is also equipped with a receiver to allow
for the reciprocity experiment. The entrance pupil has a
small 1.8 mm diameter and the receiver is a low noise
PIN 20 kHz photodiode.

• The ground terminal breadboard (GTB) to emulate the
OGS.
The GTB is composed of a 35 cm diameter commercial
telescope and an optical bench that receives the downlink
beacon, performs the AO correction on the downlink and
pre-compensates the uplink. The uplink optical path is
equipped with a point ahead mirror (PAM). The downlink
signal is coupled to a single mode fiber (SMF) after the
AO system. The signal is then detected by a low noise
PIN 20 kHz photodiode.

This AO system is composed of an Alpao 95-17 deformable
mirror (DM), a wavefront sensor (WFS) equipped with a
Raptor Owl HS camera and a Shakti real-time computer. The
WFS has 8x8 sub-apertures, the DM has 11x11 actuators, and
the AO system runs at 1.5 kHz with a 2.3 frames delay. More
details on the AO loop performance can be found in [8].

B. Upgrades of the second campaign

The first campaign was successful and the results as well
as their analysis are to be published [2]. However, due to
poor weather conditions, the amount of data was limited. As a
result, the objective of this second campaign was to acquire a
large amount of data in various turbulent conditions (various
anisoplanatic, phase disturbance and scintillation regimes).

In addition, this second campaign was an opportunity to im-
prove the bench and measurement procedures. The following
upgrades were implemented :

• Finer radiometric calibration.

• Finer environment estimation parameters tools. In addi-
tion to the profilometry tools already available [9], a wind
speed parameter estimator was implemented. The method
relies on the analysis of the log-amplitude temporal
spectrum [10].

• Upgrade of the reciprocity set-up.

III. A FOCUS ON THE RECIPROCITY EXPERIMENT

A. Aim, set-up and data acquisition protocol

The reciprocity experiment aimed at demonstrating the cou-
pling flux reciprocity in a GEO-Feeder like scheme, equipped
with an AO system. To that end, an AO corrected bidirectional
link was established between the on-axis STB module and
the GTB module. The measurement protocol consisted in
simultaneously acquiring the AO corrected downlink signal
in the GTB and pre-compensated on-axis uplink signal in
the STB. Three types of AO corrections (Tip-Tilt, 9 modes,
full-correction) are applied for each acquisition and each sub-
acquisition is 10 s long. We recall that the sampling frequency
of the PIN photodiodes is 20 kHz.

B. Reciprocity performance metric

To evaluate the reciprocity of the coupled flux time series
fSTB and fGTB, we compute the Pearson correlation coefficient
(PCC) [11] which is defined as :

PCCfSTB,fGTB =
COV(fSTB, fGTB)

σfSTB
σfGTB

(1)

Because the STB and GTB acquisitions are not fully syn-
chronized, it is necessary to compute the coefficient over a
rolling window to find its maximum and thus find the time-
shift between the two series, as shown in Fig. 2. We chose a
180000 samples sliding window (over 200000 samples).



Fig. 2. On the left the PCC computed for a given desynchronization between the uplink and downlink acquisition, on the right the normalized and synchronized
Rx and Tx power for the Tip-Tilt corrected signal and the 9 modes corrected signal. These results were obtained for the following integrated parameters :
Fried parameter r0 = 8 cm and the Rytov variance of the log-amplitude σ2

χ = 0.15.

C. Upgrade of the reciprocity set-up

First measurements were done during the first campaign
reaching 85% of signal correlation. Part of this correlation
loss may be explained by the original set-up, composed with
two different Rx/Tx pupils separated by 1.9 µrad angular
distance on the STB module, hence leading to residual PAA
anisoplanatism.

It was chosen to upgrade the experimental set-up for the
second campaign so as to obtain a truly mono-axial scheme
by means of a dedicated coupling system on-board the STB
module, as shown in the STB part of Fig. 3.

Thanks to this new set-up, correlation results up to 95%
were obtained. These results are presented in Fig. 2. The
best correlation coefficient of 95% is obtained for the 9
modes correction, and the Tip-Tilt only correction gives a 93%
correlation. We notice in this result a high latency between the
two signals (0.5 s). This is due to the experimental architecture
implying a variable desynchronization between the two time
series acquisition. Computing the PCC is therefore a way to
re-synchronize the two time series during the post-processing.

However, one could wonder what limits the effective reci-
procity. The origin of the decorrelation is analysed and dis-
cussed in the following part.

IV. ANALYSIS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Reciprocity principle and partial reciprocity of the bench

Let us first remind the principle of channel reciprocity. This
principle states that if, in a given plane at one end of the link,
the reception mode (Rx) and the laser emission mode (Tx) are
equals and collocated , and if this statement actually applies
at both ends, say in plane 1 and in plane 2 respectively, then
the coupled flux in plane 2 (propagation from plane 1 to plane
2) and that in plane 1 (propagation from plane 2 to plane 1)
are strictly equal.

In order to demonstrate this principle experimentally, we
counter-propagate two laser beams between the STB and the

GTB along the same optical axis. The system geometry of the
FEEDELIO experiment is depicted in Fig. 4. The system may
seem asymmetrical, because of the different pupil size, of the
different optical benches on the STB and GTB (that includes
AO) and of the uneven distribution of turbulence on the line
of sight. However, as in the GEO-Feeder case depicted in [12]
[13], the property that ensures link reciprocity, related to the
Rx/Tx mode symmetry, is verified.

Indeed, as shown on the sketch, the Tx/Rx modes at
GTB are identical and correspond to the truncated Gaussian
represented in red, and reciprocally, the Tx/Rx modes at
STB are identical and correspond to the truncated Gaussian
displayed in blue. To detail, the GTB emitted Gaussian mode,
truncated by the 35 cm pupil, is focused towards the STB in
this finite distance configuration. After propagation, only the
top of this propagated (and distorted) beam is collected by the
STB 1.8 mm collimator (few tens of times smaller than the
received beam size) and then coupled to an SMF. Reciprocally,
a truncated Gaussian mode is emitted from the STB. Due to
the tiny 1.8 mm STB aperture, the beam strongly diverges,
and, only its top is collected by the GTB 35 cm aperture and
then coupled to the SMF.

However, although the reciprocity principle applies to this
scheme, the link may become in practice only partially recip-

Fig. 3. Block diagram of the system. The black arrows represent the common
path. The red arrows correspond to the uplink non common path after the
mode emission and the blue arrows to the non common path of the downlink
before coupling into a SMF.



Fig. 4. Reciprocity scheme in the FEEDELIO geometry taking account of
the finite distance of the line of sight. On the left in the GTB plane, the red
mode is the Rx/Tx mode of the GTB and the blue mode is the one received
from the STB. On the right, in the STB plane, the blue mode is the Rx/Tx
mode of the STB and the red mode is the received mode from the GTB. We
specify that the Tx mode from STB after propagation, in the GTB plane (in
blue), is a wide Gaussian-like mode of which we represent only the top.

rocal because of the different light-paths taken by the uplink
and the downlink in the GTB module. As shown in Fig. 3,
the different paths taken may introduce NCPAs of the first
order due to the PAM pointing mirror which has a limited
repeatability around 1 µrad, and of higher orders aberrations
due to other differential optical elements on the bench.

In this next part, by means of numerical simulations, we
quantify the reciprocity loss that is introduced by specific
NCPAs.

B. Impact of NCPAs on the decorrelation

1) NCPAs sources and measurements on the bench: The
first source of NCPAs is due to the PAM on the uplink path.
Indeed this mirror is necessary to adjust the pointing towards
the STB module. It was observed that the mispointing error
induced by the PAM repeatability was in the order of 1 µrad
which corresponds to a value of approximately 0.7 rad of
Zernike Tip-Tilt coefficient. This repeatability error was due
to changes of temperature as well as vibrations.

TABLE I
TABLE OF THE NCPAS MEASURED ON THE OPTICAL BENCH

Aberration type (rad)
a2 and a3 a4 a5 a6

Downlink 0 0.4 0 -0.1
Uplink [-0.35,0.35] 0.4 0.3 -0.1

Common × ×
Non Common × ×

We then measured the higher order aberrations, reported
on the table I. These measurements consist in optimizing
the received coupled flux (emitted from internal source), by
varying the reference phase of the AO loop, on the uplink
path and on the downlink path. It was found that there is a5
differential astigmatism between the two lightpaths. We also
measured defocus and a6 astigmatism, but these aberrations

were common and thus corrected by the AO loop on both
paths.

2) Numerical simulation framework: The objective here is
to compare the experimental results with numerical simulation
results to investigate the origin of the decorrelation of the
signal. In this purpose, we used an in-house E2E numerical
model, described in [14], based on Monte-Carlo simulation
in a spherical wave propagation mode. To have an accurate
analysis, we use the Cn2 profile reconstructed from the studied
time series.

After generation of the downlink perturbed complex fields
time series, we use an AO system numerical model to sim-
ulate different types of correction. The number of corrected
equivalent Zernike modes is tuned from 2 (Tip-Tilt) to 35
(full correction). This set of complex fields corresponds to the
downlink reference {ΨDown,i(r)}i=0,NSamples

.
The simulation exploits channel reciprocity. Coupling of

both downlink and uplink are therefore calculated in the
GTB aperture. For downlink we compute an overlap integral
between the plain complex field ΨDown(r) and the GTB
Rx mode. For uplink, before computing the overlap integral,
we apply NCPAs to ΨDown(r), that can be considered as a
reciprocal uplink complex field [13]. The NCPA wavefront is
expressed as a sum of weighted Zernike polynomials :

ΦAberrated(r) =

NNCPA∑
i=2

aiZi(r) (2)

with NNCPA the maximum order of measured NCPAs, ai the
aberration associated to the ith Zernike coefficient Zi in radian.

These wavefronts are applied to the original downlink field
as :

ΨUp,i(r) = ΨDown,i(r) · exp (jΦAberrated(r)) (3)

with i the sample number, r the spatial vector coordinates.
We then compute the overlap integral between the field

and the reception gaussian mode of the fiber for each
of the two fields and then deduce the respective coupled
flux. The PCC is computed from the two resulting time series.

3) Comparison to simulation results: The aim here is to
explain the two effects that can be seen on Fig. 2. Firstly, we
observe that it remains at least 5% of decorrelation between
the two experimental signals in a 9 modes correction scheme.
Secondly, there is a 2% decorrelation difference between the
2 modes correction and 9 modes correction. Knowing the
pointing imprecision and the measured NCPAs on the bench,
the following numerical simulations will help quantifying the
impact of such aberrations on the signals decorrelation and
though on the link reciprocity.

In the following study, we first analyse separately the impact
of the mispointing, which corresponds to the Tip-Tilt error (1st
order NCPAs) and of astigmatism (Higher order NCPAs), in
a given spatial direction. We then analyse the combined effect
of these two aberrations.



Fig. 5. Computation of the PCC for two time series deduced from a reference
field and an aberrated field with additional NCPAs. The left curves depicts
the sensitivity to additional Tip (a2) in the range −0.7 rad to 0.7 rad,
corresponding to a horizontal mispointing of −2 µrad to 2 µrad. On the right
is depicted the sensitivity to a non common astigmatism in the range from
−1 rad to 1 rad.

We can observe on the left curve in Fig. 5 a fast decorrela-
tion with a growing mispointing, while correlation values are
of the same order of magnitude as the one observed on the
experimental signal. The same phenomenon can be observed
with the astigmatism (on the right). Moreover, we can also
observe that the Tip-Tilt only corrected signal is more sensitive
to the mispointing than the 9 modes corrected signal.

We then analyse the combined effect of a mispointing added
to 0.3 rad of astigmatism as measured on the bench. We
study two cases : one with a5 astigmatism and one with
a6 astigmatism, to take account of some potential relative
orientation effects (given that we only explore the horizontal
mispointing direction). The results depicted in Fig. 6 show
that, in both simulations, one can find a mispoint value
providing correlation values similar to the experimental ones
(93% and 95% for 2, respectively 9, corrected modes). The

Fig. 6. Computation of the PCC for two time series deduced from a reference
field and an aberrated field with additional NCPAs. The range of imposed
Tip is −0.7 rad to 0.7 rad, corresponding to a horizontal mispointing of
−2 µrad to 2 µrad. Furthermore, a constant astigmatism of 0.3 rad is added.
The figures at the bottom correspond to the difference between the 9 modes
and the 2 modes curves (black), and the red line is the difference between
the experimental correlations for these 2 correction orders.

values obtained are consistent with the error due to pointing
mirror repeatability, although close to the bounds of plausible
mispointing values.

C. Sensitivity to the optical correction

Furthermore, beyond the low order modes correction behav-
ior noticed in Fig. 2 and Fig. 6, it was noticed in a second
experimental acquisition that the correlation was even more
degraded for a higher number of modes corrected and thus
a better quality of correction. Indeed, it can be observed in
experimental results that the PCC reaches a peak for a 9 modes
correction and then decreases for the AO full correction mode
(equivalent to around 35 Zernike modes corrected).

Starting from the data simulated in IV-B3, we investigated
the impact of different AO corrections (from Tip-Tilt to 45
modes) on the decorrelation. We added to the resulting fields
the same static Astigmatism a5 of 0.3 rad and tuned the Tip
and Tilt values. Figure 7 shows decorrelation given a number
of AO corrected modes, for one set of such NCPAs. As noticed
on experimental data, we observe a decrease of the correlation
for high order correction. We believe that since high order
correction leads to a sharper beam on the STB plane, it leads
therefore to higher sensitivity to NCPAs and particularly to
mispointing. We still pursue data processing and numerical
analysis of this effects.

D. Discussion about the use of the reciprocity for calibration
purposes

Beyond the analysis of the partial reciprocity observed
experimentally, one can discuss how can the reciprocity ex-
periment be exploited. The first application would be for
calibration purposes, be it for slant path demonstrators as
FEEDELIO or VERTIGO [15], or to test equipment intended
to be integrated in ground stations for further ground to
satellite optical links. In that sense, optimizing the reciprocity
can be a method to minimize the NCPAs of the optical bench.
This procedure can also be used in the scope of horizontal

Fig. 7. Study of the decorrelation sensitivity to the number of AO modes
corrected. The black curve corresponds to the PCC issued from the simulation.
The simulation operating point is a mispointing in both x and y direction of
(−0.45,−0.45) µrad and 0.3 rad a5 astigmatism.



FSO links, for calibration but also to provide, as recalled in
the introduction, channel state information and thus improve
the digital signal processing. Furthermore, it can be added that,
although partial due to angular decorrelation, this channel state
information can also be exploited in the ground-to-satellite
optical links framework.

It is also noticeable that such a reciprocity concept can be
used at the numerical simulation level, both for E2E simula-
tions and pseudo-analytical simulations. For instance, in the
analysis of phenomenon such as point-ahead anisoplanatism,
using a reciprocal approach gives access to information not
provided by classical E2E simulation for uplink optical signals,
as depicted in [13]. Concerning pseudo-analytical simulation,
this paradigm can also be used to simulate the uplink and
reduce the computation cost [12].

V. CONCLUSION

To conclude, we performed in the frame of the FEEDELIO
measurement campaign a reciprocity experiment that was fruit-
ful. We interpreted the results obtained thanks to numerical
simulations themselves relying on the reciprocity principle.
Simulations showed that the experimental decorrelations can
be explained by the presence of NCPAs (mispointing and
astigmatism) on the optical set-up. Moreover, we explored the
decorrelation induced by different AO correction orders. This
analysis assesses the FEEDELIO set-up quality and stresses
the need for high precision performance evaluation tools for
in-depth understanding of the data.

We recall that further analysis of the FEEDELIO results
will soon be published in [2]. These results will emphasize
on the AO pre-compensation effectiveness in presence of
angular anisoplanatism on a statistical point of view. A deeper
analysis of both first and second campaign results will then
be conducted with an emphasis on the uplink signal temporal
signature.
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